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An Indian Bad Bank: A Path to Choose 

From Starting Anew And Resurrecting 

Existing Arcs 
 

AKHILA D V1 

       

  ABSTRACT 
The Non-Performing Asset has constantly been damaging the Indian Banking sector, 

slackening the economy's credit creation and money flow. However, the unprecedented 

Covid 19 induced economic slowdown has further aggravated the crisis and obtruded the 

problem of unresolved NPA in the system. Recently the government has announced its 

decision to create a bad bank to accommodate these bad assets, but the discussion itself 

attracted too many questions on its relevance and efficiency. In this context, this paper 

studies the proposal of government bad bank with its merit and demerit. The paper will 

also focus on the merit of the government's decision to go with the bad bank plan, especially 

when the country already has a privately funded Asset Restructuring Company (ARC) to 

clean up these NPAs. The paper also addresses the concern about the existing ARC model 

and the best choice for the Indian NPA crisis. 

Keywords: NPA, Bad bank, Asset quality, Private entity, ARC, Credit creation. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Credit creation is undisputedly the plinth of the banking system. It keeps the economy going. 

But all the credit does not reap complete repayment. Both corporate and individual default the 

payment. This is where the crisis of Non-Performing Assets (NPA) arises. In general terms, 

NPA can be described as a loan or an advance for which the principal, interest, or both remain 

unpaid for a minimum of 90 days2. Even though the default is an associated and indispensable 

risk of the credit system, leaving the NPA unnoticed and indisposed will bring irreparable 

damages to the financial institution. The bad assets' reflection on the balance sheet influences 

the public's confidence in the bank's health, thereby restricting the flow of investment from 

new investors and withdrawal of existing investment. This crisis is the primary reason why the 

idea of bad banks came to light. 

 
1 Author is a student at National University of Advanced Legal Studies, (NUALS), Kochi, Kerala, India. 
2 RBI, Master circular on Prudential norms on Income recognition, Asset classification and Provisioning 

pertaining to the advances portfolio, DBOD No. BP.BC/ 20 /21.04.048 /2001-2002 (Issued on, August 30, 2001). 
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A bad bank is an institution specifically established to receive bad loans or Non- Performing 

Assets from a regular bank to clear up their balance sheet, thereby fostering the public 

confidence in the bank's health to attract new investment3. The bad bank services these 

transferred assets and liquidates them. The bad bank will either sell the security assets or 

negotiate with the debtor for repayment through professional experts for securing the defaulted 

payment. Once a regular bank's stressed assets are separated from good assets and infused into 

the bad banks, a regular bank can continue its normal function without worrying about the Non-

Performing Assets. 

The idea of a bad bank is not new. The United States of America has already tried out this 

mechanism to effectuate the clean balance sheet in banks. The USA created its first bad bank 

in the 1980s. Its first bank, named 'Grand street National Bank(GSNB),' was a decentralized 

bad bank created by Melon bank to clear up its bad asset worth $1.4 billion, which is transferred 

to bad bank at a discounted value of $640 million4. This transfer helped the bank from falling 

into bankruptcy. The success of this decentralized bad bank forced the USA government to 

create a state-owned centralized Asset Management Company called Resolution Trust 

Corporation to solve the NPA crisis in 1989, thereby laying foundation for the creation of bad 

banks worldwide5. Later on, countries like Germany, Sweden, and Japan have also successfully 

got rid of bad loans by adopting them. This is a testimonial for the effectiveness of bad banks 

in clearing the NPAs. 

II. WHY DOES INDIA NEED A BAD BANK DESPERATELY? 
The Financial Stability Report by RBI has projected gross NPA of 7.5 percent for selected 46 

Scheduled commercial banks, hinting at a rise to 13.5 percent in the upcoming years in the 

category of credit risk6. Further, according to the GNPA data compiled by BCT digital from 

the Financial Stability Report of RBI, 2021, the GNPA for banking was at 7.5 percent in 

September 2020, and the number is expected to shoot up to 13.5 percentages in a base case 

scenario and 14.8 percent in an extreme scenario respectively by September 20217. According 

to RBI financial stability report 2020, SCB's gross NPA can rise from 8.5 in 2020 to 12.5 

percent in 20218. It altogether points towards the falling credit recovery by both Scheduled 

 
3 Dr. Vijaya kumar , An outline of bad bank in India, 44 UGC CARE J. 36,36 (2021). 
4Dr. Sajoy.P.B,Bad Bank Historical Genesis and Its Critical Analysis, 6 IJRAR.887 ,888(2019). 
5 Ibid.  
6 RBI, Financial Stability Report (Issued on  July 1,2021). 
7 The Hindu,Bank NPAs set to rise, deposit growth outpacing credit flow, THE HINDU (June 5,2021) 

https://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/bank-npas-set-to-rise-deposit-growth-outpacing-credit-flow/article 

34740975.ece . 
8RBI, Financial stability Report,2020,RBI(2020 p.21),chapter II,para.1 . 
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Commercial Bank(SCBs) and Public Sector Banks(PSB), which in the long run can impact the 

potency of financial institutions. Therefore, the situation calls for an urgent response from 

market players.  

Even though stressed assets raise too many concerns, it is to be noted that India does not entirely 

lack a mechanism to resolve it. India does have a bad bank funded by private players in the 

name of Asset Restructuring Company (ARC). Therefore, the idea of a bad bank is neither an 

isolated nor a new induction to the Indian asset market. Nevertheless, what raises the altercation 

is 'whether India should create Government bad bank or improve existing ARCs.' This question 

can only be answered by analyzing the existing NPA resolving mechanism in the country. 

(A) ARC: AN ALREADY EXISTING BAD BANK 

The ARC present in India is identical to the Asset Management Company prevailing globally. 

ARC was created under the securitization and reconstruction of Financial Assets and 

enforcement of Securities Interest Act, 20029. Being a private entity, it raises funds from only 

qualified Institutional buyers. Over time, ARCs have developed into a market player by 

enabling secured creditors to realize the long-term assets, managing the problem of liquidity, 

and recovering dues stuck in NPA without court or tribunal intervention by taking possession 

of security and selling them. It grew itself into an alchemist. 

1. Functioning of ARC 

It has a very comprehensive procedure to realize the asset value and dispose of the stressed 

asset. Once a loan or advance turns into a bad loan, the ARC acquires it through an auction or 

bilateral negotiation. The ARC will give an indicative offer to the Seller Bank or Financial 

institution. This will be provided at a discounted price only after properly considering factors 

like security value, promoter profile, the status of assets, age of NPA, etc. Therefore, the chance 

of realizing high value is limited. On its acceptance, ARC will execute an assignment of debt 

with the seller bank so that the securitization company or reconstruction company can take 

steps to resolve the NPA. In due course, ARC has to provide 15 percent of asset value as the 

initial step and the rest to be paid with security receipts.ARC, in these cases, can act either as 

an agent of the seller bank or as an owner of the asset after purchasing it from the seller bank. 

Following it, ARC will create a trust, raise Qualified Institutional Buyer funds, and dispose of 

the asset accordingly. 

Under SARFAESI Act, ARC's work is much broader than the mere sale of the assets. It can 

 
9 Securitization And Reconstruction Of Financial Assets And Enforcement Of Securities Interest Act, 2002, § 3. 
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also adopt methods like 1) taking over or changing the management of the business of the 

borrower, 2) the sale or lease of the business of the borrower, 3) entering into settlements, 4) 

restructuring or rescheduling of debt, and finally 5) enforcement of security interest by selling, 

restructuring, leasing the collateral. Generally, it provides an effective mechanism to 

reconstruct the asset and clear up bad loans. Numbers will give a commendation to the 

achievement of ARCs. 

2.  Achievement and sine qua non of ARCs 

In 2019, ARC has brought NPA worth 2 trillion10 and placed numerous financial institutions 

back to growth. According to RBI reports, GNPA declined to 9.1 percent in March 2019 and 

8.5 percent in 202011 from 11.2 percent in March 201812. The eventual drop in GNPA from 9.4 

lakh crore on March 31, 2019, to Rs.9.1 lakh crore on March 31, 2020, shows the success of 

ARC in disposing of bad loans13. The good recovery rate is a good indicator that bad banks can 

clear up bad loans in the Indian banking system. Therefore it is indisputable that a bad bank is 

required to successfully get rid of the bad loans existing in the system.  

But the real question lies in changing the ownership of these bad banks. Recently, the decision 

of creating a government bad bank, following the idea of Arvind Subramanian, the then-Chief 

Economic Advisor to the Government of India14 in 2017, and Viral Acharya, ex-governor of 

RBI15, poses doubt about the efficiency of the new institution as against the existing ARC. The 

article subsequently will study the challenges faced by ARCs and the worrisome issues the 

government bad bank is about to encounter to propose a good choice for the NPA crisis in 

India. 

(B) Challenges Faced By Existing Arcs 

Even though ARC entered the Indian market system years ago, it still faces too many challenges 

in effectively carrying out its function. The challenges that require urgent attention for the 

 
10Assocham India, Bolstering ARC,CRISIL,(August 2019),https://www.crisil.com/content/dam/crisil/our-

analysis/reports/Ratings/documents/2019/august/bolstering-arcs.pdf, Aug 2019,Assocham India at, 5. 
11RBI, Annual Report on the Working of Reserve Bank of India for the year July 1,2019- June 30,2020,(2020), 

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/AnnualReportPublications.aspx?Id=1285.  
12Times of India,Bank’s NPA decline for the first time in Seven Years, TOI (December 25, 2019) 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/banks-npas-decline-for-first-time-in-seven-years/art 

icleshow/72961638.cms. 
13 Economic Times,NPAs may come down to Rs 9.1 lakh cr by FY20: Report,ECONOMICTIMES.INDIATIMES,   

(September 03,2019) https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/npas-may-come-

down-to-rs-9-1-lakh-cr-by-fy20-report/articleshow/70962027.cms?from=mdr  
14 Businesstoday,‘India needs to create ‘bad bank’ quickly: Arvind Subramanian’ ,BUSINESS TODAY,(22 

February 2017) www.businesstoday.in/sectors/banks/india-needs-to-create-bad-bank-quickly-says-arvind-subra 

manian/story/246859.html.  
15 Viral Acharya & Raghuram Rajan, ‘Indian Banks: A Time to Reform?’ (Issued on Sept.21, 2020) 

http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~sternfin/vacharya/public_html/pdfs/indian-banks-reform.pdf&gt 
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sustenance of ARCs will be dealt with in the following five heads. The first challenge is the 

lack of capital in these institutions. According to the recent study conducted by the 

ASSOCHAM INDIA, the capitalization of all the ARCs put together will only add up to INR 

30 billion. With the cash component increased to 15 percent as per the recent RBI guideline, 

these ARC will only be able to acquire assets worth Rs 333 billion if such acquisition is at 60 

percent of discount value. With GNPA and restructured assets of banks amounting to 3 trillion, 

this fund will only be enough to buy 3% of NPAs16.This indicates that raising capital is a dire 

need considering the current economic setup. Further, this lack of capital and constraints in 

funding limits the ARCs to the mere realization of debt than reconstruction of assets. 

Secondly, the recent RBI norms of mandating 15 percent cash payment on the acquisition and 

raising capital from 2 crores to 100 crores17, has increased the difficulty in acquiring the assets 

by ARCs. Post-2014, NPA increased sharply, but regulation put forward by RBI hindered the 

acquisition rate of ARC18. Due to all these regulatory norms, ARCs have been trying to 

discount the price further, which was not accepted by the banks reducing the asset acquisition 

rate. This mismatch between prices expected by seller bank and offered by buyer ARC is a bad 

omen for the clearance of NPAs. Often, ARCs has to acquire the asset at a high price for its 

sustenance leading to the adverse consequence to the profitability of ARCs and transaction 

closure rate. 

Thirdly, the predicament of the Indian stressed asset market hinders the smooth sail of ARCs. 

The Indian debt market is not too deep to allow better price discovery. Furthermore, the low 

presence of market makers in the Indian security market19 has resulted in a lack of price 

positioning and connectivity between buyer and seller of an asset, slowing down the 

transaction, especially the sale or transfer of bad assets. This has placed the ARCs in a dilemma 

in finding potential buyers for the asset, leading to increased additional costs. 

Fourthly, the issue is the lack of professionals for turnaround management of the Arcs. In most 

cases, professionals who join these ARC expect an Employee stock ownership plan as a mode 

of compensation, whereby they will get an ownership interest in ARC. However, the process 

is often cumbersome if internal personnel are not there to deal with it. To fulfill the demand, 

 
16 Assocham India, ARCs-At a crossroad of making paradigm shift,ARCINDIA,(July,2016) 

,http://www.arcindia.co.in/assets/img/EY-ARCs-at-the-crossroads-of-making-a-paradigm-shift.pdf pg no.34 
17RBI,Guidance notes for reconstruction companies and securitization companies,2003,(July 1,2015), sec 2(4), 

https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/BS_ViewMasCirculardetails.aspx?id=9901 . 
18Jamini Bhagawati et al.,Can asset reconstruction company be a solution for Indian debt problem?30, ( 

ICRIER,working paper no.338,2017), https://icrier.org/pdf/Working_Paper_338.pdf . 
19Joshua Kennon, Market makers- What are they, THEBALANCE, (July 7, 2020), https://www.thebalance.com/w 

hat-is-a-market-maker-and-how-do-they-make-money-4053753. 
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the company has to set up administration mechanisms, including third-party administration, 

trustee, etc. Since the ARC often faces deficiency in the capital, the management reverts to take 

measures against ESOPs to maintain company interest. This usually pulls back professional 

interest in this field since it cannot provide an expected return. 

Fifthly, the Indian debt recovery procedure is too cumbersome and time-consuming. The 

ARCs, which try to recover the debt through court, often bring disastrous impact to the 

company, as the costs will rise massively due to delays. Even though the Insolvency and 

Bankruptcy Code, 2016 provides a quick recovery system, its effectiveness is yet to be viewed. 

III. WHY THE GOVERNMENT BAD BANK IS NOT ADVISED 
A public bad bank is not a bad idea, to begin with. But the proposal of the government Bad 

bank, even though welcomed by some, raises too many concerns. The finance minister has 

announced a two-tier bad bank, including NARCL for collecting NPAs and IDMCL for 

restructuring the asset. Even though the government will provide Rs.306000 crores as security 

for Security Receipts, capital for the bad bank is still opened to the public20. Therefore it is 

clear that the establishment of a bad bank comes with the associated risk.  

Indisputably, the creation of a public bad bank comes with two risks. Firstly, its creation 

requires huge capital, and secondly, it requires the ability to accommodate loss incurred at the 

end21. The major reason why such a bank is opposed is due to the source of its capital. 

Suspicions as to the utilization of taxpayers' money drew numerous concerns. Further, suppose 

the object of the government bad bank is expanded to the recapitalization of bank and helping 

it to survive and grow beyond the disposal of NPA. In that case, it will increase the cost, which 

will be paid from the government exchequer. This indicates that taxpayer's money has to be 

utilized to save banks from the bad credit created by them. Further, suppose the government 

wants to keep the taxpayers' money at a minimum. In that case, it will not be an easy task since 

the acquisition of PSBs asset and realizing it will bring too much rise in operational and 

acquisition costs. 

 The second reason cited by economists in this regard is that if the government sets up bad 

banks, the primary focus will be on the clearance of NPAs of PSBs. The government's recent 

step to provide a 51% stake to PSB in NARCL and a 49 % stake in IDMCL indicates the 

 
20 Anand Adhikaraj,Government backed bad bank yet to tie up some loose ends ,BUSINESSTODAY,(September 

16,2021), https://www.businesstoday.in/latest/corporate/story/govt-backed-bad-bank-yet-to-tie-up-some-loose-

ends-heres-a-list-306876-2021-09-16  
21Zimmerman et al.,Bad Bank And Recapitalization Of Banking,44 Intereconomics.215,217,(2009), https://www. 

researchgate.net/publication/225652160_Bad_Banks_and_Recapitalization_of_the_Banking_Sector. 
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government's focus on PSBs22. The practical difficulty will be in realizing good value to the 

security kept with the bank. Unlike private banks, professional involvement in the security 

assessment prior to the loan issuance is low in PSBs, resulting in the accumulation of low-

priced security. Taking off this asset from the balance sheet of PSB might not be difficult. 

However, selling this to willing buyers in a turnaround plan will be problematic and difficult. 

The third concern is about the profitability of this bad bank. Usually, the lack of closure of 

asset transactions between PSU and private-funded ARCs is the steep price cut of assets. This 

comes while ARC tries to balance the disposal of NPA and sustenance of ARC. Since such 

balance should be maintained, the ARCs usually cut the price due to the poor value of the asset 

and considering the market viability or price discovery of the market 23. Nevertheless, if a 

government-backed bad bank is established, pricing will not form the part of major 

consideration if the government is only concerned about removing NPA rather than 

profitability.  

If the government takes stressed assets at a high price, it has to find deep-pocket buyers. 

However, if the buyers are not ready to pay the government's price based on their cost 

assessment of acquisition, the bad bank can face huge existential crises, and the burden will 

fall on the taxpayer. Moreover, taking assets in good value may help in easy sales of the bad 

asset to the bad bank by seller bank but will affect the efficiency. 

Fourthly, the major concern can be seen from the comment made by Chief Economic advisor 

K.V.Subramanian24 .Since the entity will involve government, the interference of 3Cs(Central 

Bureau of Investigation (CBI), Central Vigilance Commission (CVC), and Comptroller and 

Audit General (CAG) are unavoidable as the government has to maintain public confidence. 

Constant intervention from these institutions will make the decision-making a complex 

process, thus reducing efficiency. These problems are not non-eliminative. Nevertheless, it will 

require constant evaluation and adequate regulatory framework as against passive 

management. Otherwise, it will remain a vision in no time 

IV. WHAT IS THE BEST ALCHEMIST FOR THE INDIAN NPA CRISIS 
The creation of a bad bank for the effective disposal of bad assets is nowhere disputed in the 

paper. However, the ownership change is disputable, especially when a much effective 

 
22 Ibid at.19. 
23Moody,Asset Quality of PSB is a risk to sovereign rating,HINDUSTAN TIMES,(April 26,2016), 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/business/poor-asset-quality-of-psbs-a-risk-to-sovereign-rating-moody-s/story-

VriGFEITN7GtV5BWgAaXYP.html . 
24Business Today,CEA bats for private sector led bad bank, (January 31,2021), https://www.businesstoday.in/sec 

tors/banks/cea-bats-for-private-sector-led-bad-bank-to-counter-npas/story/429693.html  .  
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mechanism can be created by restructuring existing Arcs, by addressing the challenges 

mentioned above, than starting anew. Analyzing the above writing, it is evident that current 

ARCs and the public bad bank will face a similar crisis, capital being the biggest problem 

followed by lack of professional expertise, the inefficient debt market, and tussle in price. 

Further bad banks by the government will also face numerous vices associated with 

government institutions. A detailed study assisted by numerical data presented and information 

affixed will conclude that the government priority should not be the creation of a public bad 

bank but a revival of existing ARCs, thereby reducing the possible complexities that will 

surface eventually. 

V. RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION 
It is evident from the assertions mentioned above that the capital and the debt market is India's 

major problem. This is going to remain the same for both existing ARC and NARCL 

irrefutably. Therefore, the challenges faced by the current ARC should be addressed with 

priority rather than experimenting with the new institution. 

Even though challenges are not limited to few, they can be addressed with proper regulation 

and methods. Firstly, capital forms the major challenge to the efficacy of ARCs. Recent RBI 

regulation that allows the ARCs to raise funds only from the private equity market should be 

modified to enable them to raise funds from the public. The existing norm of collecting funds 

from private players, who have 76 percent of equity capital held by non-government entities, 

will undoubtedly reduce the area of operation of these ARCs25.Relaxing the regulation in this 

regard can solve capital deficiency to a greater extent. Secondly, expanding the entity involved 

under qualified Institutional buyers can make the debt market more competitive and develop 

better price discovery, looming the growth of ARCs. Thirdly, the government can bring a fast 

recovery mechanism, enabling ARCs who approach the court to realize the debt, thereby 

cutting their expenses and improving efficiency. 

Addressing these challenges and reviving these ARCs as against creating a government bad 

bank will provide a twofold impact; firstly, distressed banks can be freed from toxic assets and 

start afresh, and secondly, the taxpayer will not be burdened to support these clearances, as the 

entity is private and raise fund from the private player. On this ground, it is advisable to root 

for the revival of ARCs. What India has to look for now is not a temporary reform, but a major 

institutional change to address the crisis. Even though a government bad bank taking off NPAs 

 
25Jamini Bhagawati et al., Can asset reconstruction company be a solution for Indian debt problem?,40, 

(ICRIER,Woring paper no.338,2017), https://icrier.org/pdf/Working_Paper_338.pdf. 
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from the balance sheet and recapitalization may help many banks to survive, its sustenance in 

the end still raises suspicion.  Rather than burdening the system by introducing a new entity of 

government bad bank that, according to the affirmation as mentioned earlier, can face the same 

challenge faced by existing ARCs, India should work to resolve the root of the problem 

centering around debt market and capital to realize a vision of healthy financial institution 

driven market.  

***** 
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